
Glaucielle Celestina de Sá
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glauciellec@gmail.com linkedin.com/in/glauciellec github.com/glauciellesa
Portfolio: https://glauciellesa.github.io/

Front-end Developer
React developer with proficiency in developing web-responsive applications

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
● Front-end web development using JavaScript, HTML, CSS and React ecosystems to   build impactful interactive and

dynamic UIs.

● Excellent team player and great communication skills acquired through teaching and administrative experience.
● Talent for quickly learning new information, procedures and technologies, as well as convey knowledge and

experiences.

● Multilingual professional proficient in English, French and Brazilian Portuguese.

WORK EXPERIENCE
GitLab

Open Source Developer Contributor - part-time (04/2023 – Present)
GitLab is an open source end-to-end so�ware development platform with built-in version control, issue tracking,
code review, CI/CD, and more. As a GitLab contributor, I have been practicing Vue.js framework, unit tests using Jest,
Git and so�ware development cycle (build, test, merge request, review, issue management).

Skills: Vue.js, Unit tests (Jest), Collaborative Problem Solving, Documentation, Git.

Yasmin Araujo Design
Freelance - part-time (02/2023 – Present)
Yasmin.araujo is an online store for digital planners and notebooks and a blog. As a developer, I am responsible for
developing custom themes using CSS, converting designs from Figma to WordPress, development of responsive and
user-friendly user interfaces, website optimization, blog development, landing page creation, support and
maintenance.

Skills: Elementor, Wordpress, Woo-Commerce, eCommerce.

TECHNICAL PROFICIENCIES

Languages: Javascript, TypeScript, HTML, CSS.
Tools &

Techniques:
React.js, Next.js, Styled Component, Tailwind CSS, Bootstrap, JQuery, Ajax, Axios, Node,
Express, Git, GitHub, SQL, MySQL, MongoDB, VS Code, Agile.

RECENT LEARNING
Udemy

React The Complete Guide - 60 hours (01/2023 – 03/2023)
This is a practice oriented React course where I am using all the latest React 18 features and best practices to build
fast reactive web apps. I am diving into all the basic fundamentals as components, props, data binding, hooks, state
management and routing.

Key accomplishments:
Practicing React concepts in an expense tracker application to manage and filter them by year as well as add new
expenses as they arise.
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Udemy

Complete ModernWeb Course with JavaScript - 97 hours (01/2022 – 12/2022)
In this course I learned the fundamentals of the JavaScript programming language and performed several
programming logic exercises. I could develop projects using technologies such as JavaScript, HTML, CSS, jQuery, Ajax
, Bootstrap, Axios API, Webpack, React, Next.js, Node.js, VS Code, GitHub, relational database (MySQL) and
non-relational database (MongoDB).

Key accomplishments:
I developed my personal landing page portfolio using JavaScript, HTML and CSS.
I built a dynamic sticky notes app doing extensive DOM manipulation to implement the CRUD operations using the
browser localStorage as a database.

Building a staff table app I learned how to get data from an API using Axios to create a paginated table where the user
can filter, sort and navigate through the data.

I learned CSS grid system and basic React concepts (components and state) to create a reactive calculator app.
Building a YouTube-like app, I could learn how to start to implement a system from a given Figma design and how to
use NextJS, Supabase and React Context/Provider to build a componentized interactive CRUD system.

EDUCATION AND CREDENTIALS

Junior Full-Stack Developer Trainee (2023 to present)
BeCode

The Complete 2022 Web Development Bootcamp (2022 to 2022)
Udemy

Specialist's Degree in Special Education (2014 to 2014)
FABEC, Brazil

Bachelorʼs Degree in Linguistics (2010 to 2014)
Universidade Federal de Goiânia, Brazil


